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Let S ⊂ N be a numerical semigroup and denote by M the set of its nonzero elements. The
pseudofrobenius elements of S are defined as

PF(S) = {s ∈ (N\S)| s+M ⊆ S}

and the largest of them is classically called the Frobenius number and denoted by f .
Denote by e the minimal nonzero element of S. The semigroup S is almost symmetric if

PF(S) = { f}∪{s ∈ (N\S)| f − s /∈ S}.

Almost symmetric numerical semigroups extend the class of symmetric semigroups and are naturally
associated to Almost Gorenstein monomial curves. Several properties related to them are well-known:

(1) The numerical semigroup S−M is symmetric if and only if S is almost symmetric and of
maximal embedding dimension.

The Apéry set of S is the finite set {s ∈ S| s−e /∈ S}. Divide the Apéry set in two distinct subsets:

{0 = a1, . . . ,am}∪{b1, . . . ,bt(S)−1}

where am− e = f (S) and the set of pseudo–frobenius numbers of S is exactly expressed as

PF(S) = {b1− e, . . . ,bt(S)−1− e}∪{ f (S)}.

Then,

(2) S is almost symmetric if and only if ai + am+1−i = am and b j + bt(S)− j = am + e and also if
and only if fi + ft(S)−i = f (S), where the fi are the pseudo–frobenius numbers of S listed in
increasing order [[3],Theorem 2.4].

Almost symmetric good semigroups are introduced in [1] and described in connection with almost
Gorenstein rings and algebroid curves. Here we generalize to good semigroups the results described
above for almost symmetric numberical semigroups. Moreover, we indicate a way to construct almost
symmetric non-symmetric good semigroups starting by symmetric ones. The talk is based on the work
[2].
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